Gouldian Finch Study North Queensland - Update March 2021
Recently completed surveys
The 2021 Wet Season has proven to be one of the best for ages at some of the properties we visit. So, it is great to be
able to compare Gouldian behaviour between this Wet and the previous Wets when rainfall was below average. It is a
two-edged sword, of course, in that we have struggled to access some of our regular sites! Understandably, it has been
difficult to get some of you out on survey at short notice over the past three months, and even now in mid-March some
of the rivers and creeks are periodically impassable.

Feeding observations
The opportunistic surveys that we did manage to complete in December-March were quite revealing. We were able to
confirm the late Dry dependence on firegrass seed, transitioning on to sedges (yes, we’ve found sedges to be important
for Gouldians in NQ after the first rains), and now on flowers and seeds of annual grasses, e.g., Cockatoo Grass. Some
pics below from Ed Bell and myself are taken from videos in late December. Currently the hinterland is looking beautiful
and sounding at times deafening amid a chorus of rufous songlarks, woodies, finches and buttonquails!

Feeding on sedge flowers in late December 2020. Note some birds till in conspicuous head moult (E Bell).

Feeding on firegrass seeds late December 2020 (RP).

Pre-breeding behaviour
Pre-breeding behaviour has been evident throughout this period and in late December Ed Bell captured some nice video
sequences, including this frame below of courstship, nest insepection and interference, all in one!

Male (centre) displaying to female (left) who was also inspecting branch hollows, both about to be disturbed by an
incoming male (right). E Bell.

Focus on our surveyors – Pamela Schultz
We are fortunate to have the skills of Dr Pamela Schultz to guide us in grass and sedge identification. Pam is a
conservation ecologist and widely recognised Australian artist by first choice, having worked extensively in Far North
Queensland and nationally. In 2016 she began adding further strings to her bow by assisting Northern Gulf NRM and
Mitchell River Watershed Management Group with surveys and management plans for the White-bellied Crimson Finch
and Black-throated Finch. These projects inevitably led to a focus on identifying grasses (and sedges) utilised by finches,
which she has furthered with the Gouldian project. With the help of the Australian Tropical Herbarium and staff at JCU,
Pam has followed through with identifications as well as compiling helpful dried and pressed specimen mounts and
identification guidelines for the field team. Grasses have been challenging for all of us and we have Pam to thank for
making life somewhat easier!

Pam preparing seeds (L) and mounted specimen (right)

Analyses and reporting
Thanks to several of you for going through the trail camera footage (Andrew Howe checked most sites, thanks Andrew
and I am keen to encourage your worthwhile addiction!). That camera checking is now completed, with just a few
double-checks to do. The results will allow us to compare detection rates of cats and dingoes present in the core
Gouldian area from 2018 to 2020. We have completed mid-term reporting to Queensland Citizen Science and they have
approved a continuation of our funding for vehicle mileage, etc. for 2021. On our behalf, I have drafted a paper on the
Gouldian survey method (targeting woodswallows) as this looks to be the most cost-effective way of surveying and
monitoring across the landscape. It looks to be useful for detecting other threatened species too. Mike and I attended
the Threatened Species Symposium in Cairns where I gave a short presentation on the project. Pam and I are updating
the foods database of Gouldians etc, although this will be ongoing, along with other observations.

Ed and Sanne examining new growth after burning, Dec 2020

David with 2.25 m tall Plume Sarga Mar 2021

Upcoming surveys
Over the next few months, we will be looking at some nesting questions and especially surveying the wider distribution
of Gouldians throughout the Einasleigh Uplands. These are described below.
So, for the coming quarter:
1. 26-30 March (assuming Wet doesn’t return). Follow-up nest checks in a core area plus survey training. Departing
Mareeba/Chillagoe. One of our original objectives (albeit lower priority) was to characterize nest sites. This week
we marked another 10 or so trees (mainly smooth-barked eucalypts, bloodwoods, and ghost gums), in which
Gouldians were prospecting, all clustered in woodswallow concentrations, and we will revisit these and search
for others in late March and April.
2. Mid and late April. Ditto to above. Part-time participation is fine. Dates will depend on access, etc.
3. Late April. Georgetown area camping surveys. Dates unconfirmed.
4. May-June. Multiple camping surveys Mitchell catchment dates depending on access, mustering, etc. Some
enticing properties to survey to look at wider distribution and baseline monitoring, and includes some
properties frequented by Gouldians etc. c.50 years ago.
5. April-June. Could have an arm twisted for one-day surveys in the Dimbulah-Mt Mulligan area starting on site
about 0630 and finishing early afternoon.
6. Most importantly, anytime you see flocks of Black-faced or Little Woodswallows anywhere in FNQ please spend
a few minutes checking them for Gouldians, etc. as per the protocol and report your results. Thanks!
Let me know if you are keen on any of the above and I can keep you informed of confirmed dates, etc.

Audio
To help with field surveys check audio and videos on FQ website finchesqueensland.org
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